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Graffiti isn’t just for walls. See how  
spray-paint designs and vibrant scribbles 
transcend the urban jungle.Street Chic

MarketPlace

W e know that art and furnishings pair 
well. But don’t forget the art of graffiti! 
Spray-paint-inspired designs and 

illegible scrawls add instant funk to any interior 
setting. Lucky for us, the underappreciated art 
form is finally getting the attention it deserves. 

Creations by renowned graffiti artists, 
including Jean-Michel Basquiat, Torrick Ablack 
(aka Toxic), and Aaron Axelrod, embellish plates, 
textiles, and armchairs. Even doodle artist Jon 
Burgerman has gotten involved—his whimsical 

drawings now adorn dozens of fabrics for Kirkby 
Design. Garden stools, ceiling lights, and silver-
plated trays can’t escape the “tag” trend. 

The fashion industry is also acknowledging 
street style. Nicole Miller, Prabal Gurung, 
Christopher Kane, and Dolce & Gabbana’s 
summer collections are all dripping with 
energetic, paint-inspired designs. 

Insert a pop of expressive art into your 
wardrobe and home for edgy excitement. After 
all, who doesn’t love a little urban expression?

Written and produced by Clara Haneberg

Nicole Miller
Summer 2016

Prabal Gurung
Summer 2016

Nicole Miller
Summer 2016
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Laura Meroni “Intarsia” cabinet 
by Edoardo Franceschini

$8,890, Artemest

Graffiti backpack
$665, Marc Jacobs

Noir “Mallowland” cushion by 
artist Jon Burgerman

to the trade, Kirkby Design

“Street Art” galvanized ceiling light
$1,286, Lamps Plus

“Graphiti” concrete print
by Bertrand Jayr
$237, Lyon Béton
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Artsy Escape Boasting graphic, custom graffiti 
walls by Andrew Tedesco Studios, Phillip Thomas’s 
“Lady Lair” at this year’s Kips Bay Decorator 
Showhouse exudes an edgy aura. “The colorful 
overlapping lines of the graffiti give a sense of 
depth to the walls while creating dynamic, thought-
provoking tension,” Thomas says. Slipper chairs 
with foliage-print upholstry, a muted rug, and 
acrylic tables complete the eclectic retreat. 
Photograph by Antoine Bootz42
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“Paris Skinny” 
spray paint pumps 
$301, Saint Laurent

“Miss Viv’ Carre”
graffiti frame bag

$2,650, Roger Vivier

“Badiane” armchairs by 
artist Aaron Axelrod

$7,800 each, Roche Bobois 
(10% of proceeds donated to 
The Art of Elysium Charity)

“Graffiti Bunnies”
leather pumps

$750, Prada

Painted ceramic stool
Inquire for pricing,  
Reinaldo Sanguino

“Deerwall” rug
$19,440, Joseph Carini Carpets
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Stained jeans
$125, Ugly Fly Republic

Splatter coaster
$28 for set of 4, Michele Varian

“Eighty Thirty” linen 
fabric by artist Toxic

to the trade, Pierre Frey

“Horn Players Plate” by artist 
Jean-Michel Basquiat

$135, MoMA Design Store

“Graffiti Drips” cushion
$185, Timorous Beasties

“Graffiti” silver-plated tray
$400, Christofle
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Splatter Power Let Pine Cone Hill’s “Graffiti” 
bedding drench your room in colorful pattern. 
The dynamic duvet and coordinating sham 
pair perfectly with the collection’s “Paint Chip” 
decorative pillow. 
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